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Background

Body image and disordered eating concerns in figure skating. 

13% of figures skaters experience disordered eating attitudes. 

Skate Canada has created the Body Positive Guidelines.

(Voelker et al., 2014) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is a pervasive culture of body image and disordered eating concerns in the sport of figure skating.  This is due in part to sport performance demands but also athlete’s bodies are constantly scrutinized and on display whether that be through uniforms, judging. The pressure to conform to a thin—bodied appearance ideal.  About 13% of figure skaters will experienced a disordered eating attitude compared to that of 4% of the normal population  Skate Canada recognizes this issue and has creating the Body Positive Guidelines to educate and provide resources about body image and set a tone for what is acceptable in the sport in regards to body image. 
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Research Question

How do the current Body Positive Guidelines meet the 
needs of Skate Canada Stakeholders?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We want to make sure that the body positive guidelines are serving those that it has been created for. So this qualitative project attempts to understand How the current Body Positive Guidelines mee the needs of Skate Canada Stakeholders. 



Data Collection
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• Recruited from the Skate Canada network

Purposive convenience sampling 

• Athletes, coaches, judges/official, and parents

Semi-structured focus groups with key 
stakeholders

• N=48

Eight focus groups of six participants 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To collect data for the study we will use purposive convenience sampling and recruit stakeholders during the Skate Canada Ice Summit We will conduct semi structured focus groups with each of the stakeholder groups. Ask questions pertaining to body image, understanding and perception of the BPG and any feedback they may have. Decided to separate groups to ensure a safe environment should there be power dynamics to consider (athlete coach dynamic) Two focus group per stakeholder group Five per group – small for safety, but still focus groups for discussion A total of six focus group – n=30 Information rich data from multiple voices but not too big that it isn’t feasible for deep analysis 



Sample Questions 
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Can you tell me what your understanding of body image is? 

The goal of the guidelines is to create an environment in figure skating that 
promotes positive body image. What does positive body image mean to you? 

Body image concerns are often difficult to discuss and can be sensitive to some 
people. With that in mind, do you foresee any obstacles when implementing the 
guidelines? 

What would you hope the outcome of the guidelines to be? 



Analytical Approach

Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA)

• Give voice to unique experiences 
• Understand how participants make meaning

Steps:
• Interviews recorded and transcribed 
• Identify common and divergent themes – “meaning units” 
• Write a narrative analysis outlining themes found in the data

(Smith & Osborn, 2008)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 To analyze the data researchers will use Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis Concerned with giving voice to participants unique experiences It was chosen as meaning and making meaning is central to this approach and the researchers are concerned with how participants make meaning of the guidelines  Interviews recorded and transcribed verbatim Search for themes through loose annotations Identify themesList them and cluster like themes Present in a table Do this process for each Use this table to help write 



Results
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• Narrative Analysis will be presented to Skate Canada

• Insights and feedback gleaned from the interviews will 
be incorporated into the new edition of the Body 
Positive Guidelines



Significance
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Inform future editions of the Body Positive Guidelines.

Better understand body image experiences in figure skating.

Work to create an environment that promotes positive body image.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 So with this study we will take the results and use them to inform further editions of the Body positive guidelinesWE can better understand body image experiences in figure skating And work to create and environment that promotes positive body image! 
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